
Eisl Cornwall
Mosazná dřezová baterie s vysokým otočným stojánkem, pákové ovládaní.

Výška baterie je cca 34 cm.

EAN: 4008431791265

75,84 €
63,20 € bez DPH

Stainless steel sink tap Eisl Cornwall premium quality with an attractive price-performance ratio - in
modern design and timeless elegance.

The kitchen faucet stands out with its high spout, which ensures pleasant washing. This sink faucet is
made of brass and is characterized by its long lifespan. The designed Eisl Cornwall faucet features a
flexible  metal  hose  connection,  a  swivel  nozzle,  a  metal  side  lever,  ceramic  discs,  and  a  replaceable
35mm cartridge, and it is known for its low noise level. Therefore, it is suitable for all sinks and kitchens.

If you are looking for a faucet or a kitchen lever faucet with a high spout and long lifespan, the Cornwall
faucet is the right one! Convenient one-handed operation for greater freedom of movement.

We offer this battery in a variety of colors:

Brushed stainless steel

Key features of the Eisl Cornwall kitchen faucet

material brass
ceramic tiles
low noise, interchangeable 35mm cartridge
flexible metal connecting hose
rotating head with a range of 360°
side metal lever with Cold-Start function
Easy assembly, thanks to the supplied assembly kit with all necessary components and assembly
instructions, installation is a breeze.

Parts of the packaging:

Instructions



Parameters
Battery appearance
Battery shape: Arch
Surface treatment: Opaque chrome
Battery function
Retractable nozzle: No
Switching aerator / shower: No
Turning head.: about 360 degrees
Battery management: Leverage
Battery for "two waters" (for filtered water): No
In general
Cartridge type: Ceramic
Average cartridge: 35 mm
Screwing hoses: "0" - connection of flex hoses 3/8"
Warranty: 2 years
Battery height (cm): cca 34
Product TARIC code: 84818011
Battery packaging dimensions (cm)
Width of the packaging: 23
Height of the packaging: 7
Depth of the packaging: 36
Weight including packaging (kg): 1.7



  

  

  

  

  


